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Abstract— As VLSI technology enters the nanoscale regime, interconnect delay becomes the bottleneck of circuit performance. Compared to
gate delays, wires are becoming increasingly resistive which makes it more
difficult to propagate signals across the chip. However, more advanced
technologies (65nm and 45nm) provide relief as the number of metal
layers continues to increase. The wires on the upper metal layers are
much less resistive and can be used to drive further and faster than on
thin metals. This provides an entirely new dimension to the traditional
wire sizing problem, namely, layer assignment for efficient timing closure.
Assigning all wires to thick metals improves timing, however, routability
of the design may be hurt. The challenge is to assign minimal amount
of wires to thick metals to meet timing constraints.
In this paper, the minimum cost layer assignment problem is proven to
be NP-Complete. As a theoretical solution for NP-complete problems, a
polynomial time approximation scheme is proposed. The new algorithm
can approximate the optimal layer assignment solution by a factor of
1 +  in O(m log log m · n3 /2 ) time for 0 <  < 1, where n is the
number of nodes in the tree and m is the number of routing layers.
This work presents the first theoretical advance for the timing-driven
minimum cost layer assignment problem. In addition to its theoretical
guarantee, the new algorithm is highly practical. Our experiments on 500
testcases demonstrate that the new algorithm can run 2× faster than the
optimal dynamic programming algorithm with only 2% additional wire.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As VLSI technology enters the nanoscale regime, interconnect
delay becomes the bottleneck of circuit performance since device
scaling outpaced interconnect scaling. As a result, interconnect synthesis [1], which consists of optimizations on interconnect including
buffer insertion, layer assignment and buffer/wire sizing, becomes
prevalent in physical design.
Interconnect synthesis is the construction of wire routes combined
with buffering to get signals from one place to the other. In the 1990s
([2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]) the interconnect synthesis literature focused
on simultaneous buffering and wire sizing. Wire sizing assumes that
the resistance and capacitance per square micron is a constant, so
doubling the width of a wire halves the resistance but doubles the
capacitance. Further, if one doubles the width of the wire, there is one
less routing track available, meaning that wire sizing almost certainly
hurts routability. Thus, traditionally wire sizing is only sparingly used
during practical physical synthesis for timing closure [1].
However, with layer assignment, it is no longer true. There are
many more routing layers available (certain 65nm technologies can
have eight layers of metal and some 45nm technologies can have
ten layers) and if the timing closure tool does not make the layer
assignment then the router will. To close on timing for critical nets
that need to go long distances, layer assignment needs to be controlled
by optimization before routing. Further, the optimal buffering solution
of course depends on the parasitics of the metal layers chosen.
Because the resources for thick metal already exist, bumping a wire
up to thick metal will generally not hurt routability as long as there
is enough wiring resource on those planes to handle the assignment.

From a timing closure perspective, it is reasonable for the router to
decide to bump up wires to thick metal. However, if the router pushes
thick metal down to thin metal, it could severely hurt timing. Thus,
layer assignment optimization needs to be conservative in thick metal
assignment to minimize such “timing surprise”.
There are quite few works on layer assignment regardless of its
remarkable effect on timing improvement. Recently, the work [1]
presents efficient algorithms for simultaneous buffering and layer
assignment algorithms for timing closure. However, they are mostly
focused on heuristics without theoretical proofs which makes the
problem less understood in theory. This work aims to advance the
understanding of layer assignment problem from a theoretical point
of view.
In this paper, layer assignment problem is formulated as using
minimum amount of wire resources to meet a timing target for
a buffered routing tree. Similar to uniform wire sizing [6], layer
assignment in this paper will assign the entire wire to the same
layer. Note that only wire layer but neither buffer size nor location
can be changed. This formulation is particularly interesting when
design proceeds to the late stage of a physical synthesis flow such
as Placement Driven Synthesis (PDS) flow [8]. At such stage, tuning
existing layout (i.e., repowering) or adding significant ECO change
(i.e., rebuffering) are generally not desired or even prohibited due
to physical space constraints, or simply the fact that all placement
based optimizations may have been applied to the maximum degree
in previous stages. On the other hand, though, one may still possibly
improve the timing by only tuning layer assignment on each wire
without affecting the placement. It could also be used to minimize
the thick metal resources by properly demoting wires from higher
layers to lower layers (while still meeting timing budget) to make
design more routing-friendly. Further, in the formulation, one has the
freedom to model wire resources for addressing the needs in late
design stage. For example, the cost metric could be wire area, wire
congestion estimation or a combination of them.
In this paper, we prove that the timing constrained minimum
cost layer assignment problem is NP-complete. We then propose a
polynomial time approximation (PTAS) scheme1 for the problem,
which is based on constructing an oracle such that the comparison of
any number with the optimal layer assignment cost can be answered
without knowing the optimal layer assignment. Unlike many PTAS
algorithms which are complicated and not practical, our PTAS
algorithm performs very well in practice. The main contribution of
this paper is summarized as follows.
1 A polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) refers to an algorithm
which is able to compute a solution at most 1+ times worse than the optimal
solution with runtime polynomial in the input size of the problem instance
and inversely proportional to . Given an NP-complete problem, a PTAS is
generally considered as an ultimate solution in theory.
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The timing constrained minimum cost layer assignment problem
is proven to be NP-complete.
• A new PTAS algorithm is proposed to approximate the optimal
solution by a factor of 1 +  in O(m log log m · n3 /2 ) time for
0 <  < 1.
• This work presents the first theoretical advance for the timingdriven minimum cost layer assignment problem.
• In contrast to most PTAS algorithms, our PTAS algorithm is
highly practical. Experimental results on 500 testcases demonstrate that the new PTAS algorithm approximates the optimal
solution by only 2% additional wire in about half of the runtime.
Note that there are some previous theoretical studies on layer assignment problem such as [10]. However, their problem formulations
and proofs are focused on Via minimizations and are thus quite
different from ours. In addition, there is no PTAS, which is the main
contribution of this paper, has been proposed in layer assignment
literature.
•

II. P RELIMINARIES
Given a buffered routing tree T = (V, E) where V consists of
driver, sinks, Steiner nodes and buffer locations, and E ⊆ V × V .
Denote by Vr (T ), Vt (T ), Vb (T ) the driver (root), the set of sinks
(terminals), and the set of buffers in a tree T , respectively. In most
cases, only single driver signal net is of interest in VLSI design,
thus, |Vr (T )| = 1. Let n = |V |. Vb (T ) can be computed by various
buffering techniques such as [7], [11], [12], [13]. For simplicity, the
routing tree T is assumed to be binary in this paper.
A set of m routing layers are given as L = {l1 , l2 , . . . , lm }.
Given an edge e on a layer l, denote by d(e, l) the delay of the
edge. In this paper, Elmore delay is adopted which is widely used
during interconnect synthesis in physical design. That is, d(e, l) =
Re · (Ce /2 + Cl ) where Re , Ce , Cl refer to the edge resistance,
edge capacitance and load capacitance, respectively. The wire cost
used in this paper is generic. Given an edge e on a layer l, denote
by w(e, l) the cost of the edge. For example, wire cost could be
defined using wire area or wire congestion estimation. Note that in
practice, wire costs are bounded. Given an edge e, the ratio of the
maximum possible wire cost to the minimum possible wire cost is a
i w(e,li )
= O(1). In this paper, this assumption is
constant, i.e., max
minj w(e,lj )
relaxed to handle more general cases where the maximum cost ratio
i w(e,li )
is assumed as max
= O(m). For example, if wire cost is
minj w(e,lj )
equal to wire area, for the same wire length, the ratio of the largest
wire area over the smallest wire area is m if the set of layers is as
{1×, 2×, 3×, 4×, . . . , m×}. In fact, our PTAS algorithm still works
m
i w(e,li )
even if we assume that max
= O(2m ) or even O(22 )1 .
minj w(e,lj )
Each sink in Vt (T ) is associated with a required arrival time (RAT),
which specifies the latest time a signal can arrive at the sink. The
driver Vr (T ) has an arrival time. A net is said to satisfy the timing
constraint if the arrival time is no greater than the required arrival
time for every sink, or equivalently, if RAT of driver is no earlier
than its arrival time.
Define the subtree under layer assignment of T , denoted by Ta ,
as a subtree which starts and ends with driver/buffers/sinks and has
no other buffer inside. Given any Ta , we call the root (which is a
driver or buffer) of Ta as root, denoted by Vr (Ta ), and all other
buffers/sinks as terminals, denoted by Vt (Ta ).
The cost of a layer assignment for the tree T , called tree cost, is
defined as the sum of the costs for all edges in T . Our problem is to
1 Our PTAS runs in O(m log log m · n3 /2 ) time where the first m refers
to the number of layers and the second m refers to the maximum cost ratio.

meet a timing target by layer assignment with minimum tree cost. It
can be formulated as follows.
Timing Constrained Minimum Cost Layer Assignment: Given a
buffered binary routing tree T = (V, E), a set of routing layers L,
and costs of each wire on each layer, to compute a layer assignment
solution such that the required arrival time at driver is no earlier than
its arrival time and the tree cost is minimized.
Motivated by [13], we prove that the above is NP-complete by
reducing from bipartition problem. The proof is omitted due to space
limitation.
Theorem 1: The timing constrained minimum cost layer assignment
problem is NP-complete.
III. A LGORITHMIC F LOW
Our new PTAS is motivated by [9]. In [9], a PTAS is proposed for
path based optimization, precisely, for a delay constrained minimum
cost single source single destination problem. It does not consider a
full routing tree which heavily involves path merging, cannot handle
layer assignment and the constraint is set for delay but not slack.
To tackle these challenges, a new PTAS algorithm is proposed based
on an oracle constructed from a dynamic programming algorithm for
slack based layer assignment problem considering path merging in
trees.
We first assume that all cost values are positive integers. This is
reasonable since they are bounded positive real numbers in practice
and we can always scale them up by a single large number to make
them all integers. The optimal layer assignment solution will not
change due to uniform scaling.
Denote by W ∗ the tree cost for the optimal solution of the timing
constrained minimum cost layer assignment problem. A polynomial
time approximation scheme is to compute a solution satisfying
the timing constraint with the cost at most (1 + )W ∗ in a time
polynomial to the tree size and the number of layers. In addition, the
time bound needs to be inversely proportional to , for any positive
number , due to the NP-completeness nature of the problem unless
P=NP. For this, an oracle will be first constructed such that a query
on whether W ∗ ≥ x for any x can be answered in polynomial time
without knowing the value of W ∗ . After obtaining such an orale,
the minimum cost layer assignment solution can be computed by
performing a binary search in the range formed by lower and upper
bound of W ∗ .
The main task is to construct an oracle and then the total runtime
of our PTAS will be the number of binary search multiplied by the
time for a single oracle run.
IV. A LGORITHM
A. Dynamic Programming
Before constructing the oracle, we first see how to compute the
optimal solution W ∗ for the layer assignment problem by dynamic
programming. Our dynamic programming algorithm looks similar to
the one in [7], however, there are underlying critical differences.
In our approach, at a high level, the tree will be processed in
a bottom-up fashion. Roughly speaking, layer assignment is first
performed to the subtrees Ta linking to sinks where different layer
assignments are computed subject to a lowest possible wire cost
budget. These partial solutions will be updated by processing the
subtrees next to the subtrees in last step. The process is iterated until
the driver is reached. During this process, required arrival time will
be also propagated from sinks to driver. A layer assignment satisfies
the timing constraint if and only if the required arrival time at driver
is no earlier than the arrival time at driver. If the timing constraint
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is met, the cost will be returned as the optimal cost. Otherwise, the
whole procedure will be performed again with an incremented wire
cost budget.
For any vertex v in T , a function q(v, w) is defined as the largest
possible required arrival time at v with cost budget w (precisely, with
total cumulative cost for the subtree rooted at v no greater than w).
In dynamic programming, since every cost value is an integer, the
best timing-driven solution is computed with increasing integer cost
budget (i.e., w = 1, 2, . . .). The algorithm stops when we find the
first solution satisfying the timing constraint and that cost budget will
be the optimal cost W ∗ .
In the algorithm, suppose that there is a subtree under layer
assignment Ta where all terminals of Ta have been processed and the
root is not yet processed. That is, q(v, w) has been computed for each
v ∈ Vt (Ta ). q(Vr (Ta ), w) is to be computed. For this, we start with
each terminal and propagate q(v, w) using two operations, namely,
“Add Wire” and “Merge”. Note that q(v, w) are propagated layer by
layer and there is no cross-layer propagation since wire tapering is not
desired [6]. For clarity, denote by ql (v, w) the q(v, w) corresponding
to layer l.
“Add Wire”: Suppose vj has been processed, its immediate upstream vertex vi , which is not a branching point, is to be processed.
ql (vi , w) can be computed as
ql (vi , w)

=

max{ql (vj , w − w(e(vi , vj ), l))
− d(e(vi , vj ), l), ql (vi , w − 1)},

(1)

where d(e, l) refers to the delay for wire e at layer l, w(e, l) refers to
the cost for wire e at layer l, and ql (vi , w) is set to the required arrival
time of vi when vi is a sink. Note that all edge delays d(e, l) can be
pre-computed before the dynamic programming algorithm since no
driver/buffers/sinks can be changed and only same-layer wires can
be connected. This takes totally O(mn) time and it is a one-time
cost. An “Add Wire” operation takes constant time since all entries
of previously computed q(v, w) can be stored in a two-dimensional
array and an access takes constant time. max is taken to find the best
solution subject to the cost budget.
“Branch Merge”: Suppose that vj and vk have been processed and
they share the common immediate upstream vertex vi which is a
branching point. For the ease of illustration, as in [7], two vertices
vi,l and vi,r are created at the same location of vi . They need to
be created only once at w = 1 and later iteration will use/update q
values. ql (vi,l , w) and ql (vi,r , w) are computed using “Add Wire”
operations. q(vi , w) is updated as
ql (vi , w)

=

max{ql (vi , w − 1), maxwl +wr =w
min{ql (vi,l , wl ), ql (vi,r , wr )}},

(2)

where wl and wr are nonnegative integer costs. Thus, a “Branch
Merge” takes O(w) time (note that two “Add Wire” operations are
counted when bounding the complexity for all “Add Wire” operations) since one needs to compute the cases for wl = 0, 1, . . . , w.
It has to be performed in this way since solutions may be the same
for current Ta but still very different in history. Note that min is
taken since one needs to guarantee the worst-case performance of two
branches. It is clear that processing a subtree Ta needs O(w|Vt (Ta )|)
time per layer and the total time is O(wm|Vt (Ta )|).
Note that our algorithm is quite different from [7]. In [7], all
(Q, C, W ) are computed in a single run of dynamic programming
and the optimal cost solution satisfying the timing constraint is
picked at driver, where Q refers to slack, C refers to downstream
capacitance and W refers to cost. Since it will explore all nonredundant solutions, the number of maximum cost value (and the

number of solutions) could be much larger than W ∗ . In our case,
(q, W ) are built for each w and w is increased until a solution
satisfying the timing constraint is obtained.
The algorithm is now clear. We start with w = 1. Process Ta
immediate upstream to sinks using the above operations, and then
process Ta next to them. After processing the driver Vr (T ), a second
iteration will be performed with w = 2. This process continues
until a processing of driver finds that RAT at diver q(Vr (T ), w) is
smaller than the arrival time at driver and then w is returned as
the optimal cost W ∗ . For each w, O(mnw) time is needed since
|Vt (Ta )| = O(n) and note that all “Add Wire” operations need
Ta
O(mn) time. Thus, the total runtime is bounded by O(mnW ∗2 ).
B. Oracle Construction
Recall that given any integer x, the oracle can decide whether
x ≥ W ∗ . Such an oracle will be constructed based on the above
dynamic programming which can find the optimal solution. The
oracle is motivated by [9] which solves a different problem.
To construct the oracle, for any positive number  (generally we
assume that  < n), we first scale each wire cost (for each layer),
. Precisely, for each edge e in T , wire
but not wire delay, in T by x
n
cost w(e, l) is scaled to  w(e,l)n
.
x
The dynamic programming algorithm is performed to the scaled
graph with the same timing constraint as in original graph but with
a different cost budget bound of n/. That is, the above dynamic
programming is performed for each w until w reaches n/. There
are two cases.
•

•

A layer assignment which satisfies the timing constraint is found
for w ≤ n/. The total cost is no more than n/ in the scaled
graph. In the original graph, its cost will be smaller than n ·
x
+ x = (1 + )x by noting that the rounding error is at most
n
x
for each edge cost and is smaller than x for the whole tree
n
cost over n−1 edges. Thus, there is a solution with cost smaller
than (1 + )x which can satisfy the timing constraint. It means
that W ∗ < (1 + )x.
The algorithm proceeds to w = n/ and timing constraint
cannot be met for any computed layer assignment solution. In
the original graph, this means that any layer assignment with
= x cannot satisfy timing constraint. Thus,
cost at most n · x
n
W ∗ ≥ x.

For the time complexity of the oracle, since the algorithm stops
when w reaches n/, the runtime is bounded by O(mn3 /2 ).
C. Fast Logarithmic Scale Binary Search
We are to describe a fast logarithmic scale binary search technique
used in [15], [9]. One can use the oracle to make the query for
x ∈ [Wl∗ , Wu∗ ]. When W ∗ < (1 + )x, the upper bound will be reset
to (1 + )x. When W ∗ ≥ x, the lower bound will be reset to x.
W∗
Recall that initially Wu∗ = O(m) as indicated in Section II. As in
l

[15], [9], one can set x =
oracle query with x.



∗
W ∗ ·Wu
l
.
1+

•

The upper bound is (1 + )x =
lower remains as Wl∗ .

•

The lower bound is x =
remains as Wu∗ .





There are two cases after an

W

∗
l

∗
Wl∗ ·Wu
1+

· Wu∗ · (1 + ) while the
while the upper bound



In either case, the ratio of new upper and lower bounds is
∗
Wu
· (1 + ) = m · (1 + ). x can be then set as above using
W∗
l

the new bounds and the ratio becomes m1/4 (1 + )(1/2+1/4) . In
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1

(

m 2i · (1 + )

1
i 2i

)

.

(3)

1
i 2i

< 1 and 1 +  > 1, the second term is smaller than
Since
(1 + ). We are to show how many queries are needed such that
1
m 2i ≤ 2. This happens after i = log log m queries to oracle. The
ratio of upper and lower bounds is then at most 2(1 + ), i.e., Wu∗ ≤
2(1 + )Wl∗ .
We focus on the runtime complexity when 0 <  < 1, which is
of particular interest in PTAS since we always wish to compute a
solution approximating the optimal solution by an arbitrarily small .
When  ≤ 1, W∗∗ u ≤ 4Wl∗ . At this moment, one just needs to scale
W 
 and use
edge cost by nl , precisely, scale each w(e, l) to  w(e,l)n
W ∗
l
the dynamic programming algorithm in Section IV-A to compute the
optimal solution in the scaled graph. It will be able to find the optimal
solution before the cost reaches 4n/ , which needs O(mn3 /2 )
time. On one hand, if there is no rounding errors when scaling the
edge costs, the optimal paths will be same in both graphs. On the
other hand, if there are rounding errors,
the costs of two optimal
W ∗
paths will be differed by at most nl · (n − 1) < Wl∗  ≤ W ∗ .
Thus, the layer assignment solution on the scaled graph gives a layer
assignment with cost at most 1 +  times the cost of the optimal
solution in the original graph. It is clear that the total runtime of our
PTAS is bounded by performing log log m oracle queries where each
query needs O(mn3 /2 ) time. We reach the following theorem.
Theorem 2: A (1 + ) approximation to the timing constrained
minimum cost layer assignment problem can be computed in
O(m log log m · n3 /2 ) time for any 0 <  < 1, where n is the
number of nodes in the tree and m is the number of routing layers.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The new PTAS algorithm for the timing constrained minimum
cost layer assignment problem is implemented in C++. We compare
the new algorithm to the dynamic programming algorithm which
computes the optimal layer assignment solution. The experiments are
performed to a set of 500 buffered nets. The wire cost is measured
by scaled wire area in this paper. However, other metric can be easily
incorporated in our PTAS algorithm.
TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF THE OPTIMAL DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM
AND THE NEW PTAS ALGORITHM . F OR THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
SOLUTION , THE OPTIMAL TOTAL WIRE COST IS 102513 AND CPU IS
295.2 SECONDS . A PPROXIMATION R ATIO AND S PEEDUP ARE COMPUTED
BY COMPARING TO THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM .

Approx. Ratio 
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50

Total Cost
104734
107895
115574
126941
133449
151112

New PTAS
CPU(s)
Actual
163.5
122.1
119.4
112.2
109.7
108.8

Approx. Ratio
2.2%
5.3%
12.7%
23.8%
30.2%
47.4%

Speedup
1.8×
2.4×
2.5×
2.6×
2.7×
2.7×

The comparison of our PTAS algorithm and the dynamic programming algorithm is summarized in Table I. PTAS algorithms
are often very complicated and only few (e.g., [15]) of them are
practical. As one can see from Table I, the new PTAS works well
in practice. It well approximates the optimal solution and often
obtains > 2× speedup compared to dynamic programming. For

example, when approximation ratio  = 0.05, the new algorithm runs
about 2× faster than dynamic programming with only 2% additional
wire cost. The speedup comes from fast logarithmic scale binary
search. The most important feature of our algorithm is that the new
PTAS has theoretical guarantees on approximation ratio. The actual
approximation ratio computed by comparing the obtained solution to
the optimal solution indicates that the new PTAS performs actually
better than its theoretical guarantee. It is also clear from Figure 1
that the runtime is inversely proportional to .
0.5
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general, one can prove that after i oracle queries, the ratio between
upper and lower bounds is
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